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ARTICLE OPEN

An entangled-LED-driven quantum relay over 1km
Christiana Varnava1,2, R Mark Stevenson1, Jonas Nilsson1, Joanna Skiba-Szymanska1, Branislav Dzurňák1,4, Marco Lucamarini1,

Richard V Penty2, Ian Farrer3,5, David A Ritchie3 and Andrew J Shields1

Quantum cryptography allows confidential information to be communicated between two parties, with secrecy guaranteed by the

laws of nature alone. However, upholding guaranteed secrecy over networks poses a further challenge, as classical receive-and-

resend routing nodes can only be used conditional of trust by the communicating parties, which arguably diminishes the value of

the underlying quantum cryptography. Quantum relays offer a potential solution by teleporting qubits from a sender to a receiver,

without demanding additional trust from end users. Here we demonstrate the operation of a quantum relay over 1 km of optical

fibre, which teleports a sequence of photonic quantum bits to a receiver by utilising entangled photons emitted by a

semiconductor light-emitting diode. The average relay fidelity of the link is 0.90 ± 0.03, exceeding the classical bound of 0.75 for the

set of states used, and sufficiently high to allow error correction. The fundamentally low multiphoton emission statistics and the

integration potential of the source present an appealing platform for future quantum networks.

npj Quantum Information (2016) 2, 16006; doi:10.1038/npjqi.2016.6; published online 15 March 2016

INTRODUCTION

Quantum key distribution1,2 systems based on weak-coherent
optical pulses have been reported that allow unique crypto-
graphic keys to be shared between directly connected users on
point-to-point3–5 or point-to-multipoint links6. To establish fully
quantum multipartite networks, that avoid trusting intermediate
parties,7 it is necessary to route quantum signals through a
backbone of quantum nodes.8 This can be achieved by leveraging
quantum entanglement to set-up non-local correlations between
measurements by end users. Examples of such schemes are
distribution of entangled photon pairs to end users, where local
measurements are performed,9 or conversely, where photons are
sent by two users to be projected into a Bell state by an
intermediate quantum node.10–12 Photonic quantum repeaters13

and relays8 use both of these effects to teleport entangled or
single qubits, respectively, in a manner that can be chained to
create a fully quantum network for which theoretically proven
quantum security can be preserved.
Here we report operation of a quantum relay over 1 km of

optical fibre using entangled photons generated by a light-
emitting diode to teleport photonic qubits encoded on weak
coherent pulses emitted by a laser. Compared with previously
reported quantum relays14 and photonic teleportation over
significant distances,15,16 our system is directly electrically driven
using a simple semiconductor device, offering a route to large-
scale network deployments. Teleporting weak coherent states
offers potential enhancements to state-of-the art quantum key
distribution systems, as it creates output photons with
sub-Poissonian statistics immune to the photon number-splitting
attack,17,18 and protects against intrusions.19

RESULTS

At the heart of our quantum relay is an entangled-light-emitting
diode (ELED),20 as shown in Figure 1a. It consists of a layer of

self-assembled indium arsenide quantum dots within a gallium
arsenide microcavity (Materials and Methods). We have optimised
the resistance and capacitance of the device to allow it to be
driven by short electrical pulses, without compromising entangle-
ment fidelity or photon coherence. This has allowed electrically
triggered quantum teleportation using a light-emitting diode,
which has previously been limited to only direct current
operation.18,21

An image of the ELED in operation is shown in Figure 1b.
Individual points of light are observed, corresponding to light
emission from individual quantum dots. We select emission from a
chosen quantum dot, indicated in the inset image, by collection
with a single-mode fibre. The emission spectrum measured by a
grating spectrometer and charge-coupled device camera is shown
in Figure 1c. Two strong emission lines are observed correspond-
ing to the first, biexciton photon (B) and second, exciton
photon (X) emission. The B and X emission lines are then
spectrally filtered with a diffraction grating to isolate them from
each other and other emission from the device, including that
originating from the quantum well-like wetting layer, and any
other nearby quantum dots (such as the weak peak seen at
~ 888 nm).
The ELED was driven at a repetition rate of 203 MHz, with pulses

of nominally 0.4 V amplitude and 490 ps duration. Time-resolved
electroluminescence was measured under these conditions and
shown in Figure 1d for B as a black line. The emission is strongly
pulsed, and well contained within each cycle.
The experimental quantum relay system is shown in Figure 2a. It

comprises four sections separated by three 350-m fibre-optic links.
The first ‘sender’ section is thus separated from the last ‘receiver’
section by 1.05 km of optical fibre. Entangled photons emitted by
the ELED are divided, the B photons are sent to the Bell-state
measurement (BSM) section and the X photons are sent to the
receiver. The sender uses a wavelength-tunable continuous-wave
laser diode, from which pulses are generated by an external
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optical intensity modulator, tuned to the frequency of the ELED.
The polarised pulses are then rotated by a polarisation controller
PC1 to encode the qubit, before transmission to the ‘BSM’ section.
At the ‘BSM’ section, an imbalanced beamsplitter BS combines

95% of the B photons, with 5% of the laser photons into one
output arm, before a polarisation controller PC2 and polarising
beamsplitter projects horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarised
photons onto superconducting single-photon detectors D1 and
D2. The function of this section is to perform a BSM in the state
HLVBj i þ VLHBj ið Þ=

ffiffiffi

2
p

, where subscripts L and B denote photons
originating from the laser and biexciton, respectively. Such a
measurement collapses the formerly entangled X photon into a
quantum state related to the input qubit, together with a trivial
unitary transformation.22 In this work, input qubits of the form
cos ðaÞ HLj i þ eib sin ðaÞ VLj i are teleported to the state
cos ðaÞ VXj i þ eib sin ðaÞ HXj i.
Theoretical analysis of the intricate time-dependent three-

photon fields reveals a range of laser pulse conditions for which
the calculated peak teleportation fidelities are close to optimum
(Materials and Methods). The laser pulse properties observed at
detectors D1 and D2 were set accordingly, with integrated
intensity of 0.85 relative to the B pulse, a fitted Gaussian full
width at half maximum of 0.95 ± 0.01 ns and a delay of the laser
pulse after the B pulse of 0.60 ± 0.02 ns relative to maximum
overlap.
The entanglement properties of the photons emitted by the

ELED were characterised within the quantum relay system.
Second-order correlation measurements were performed in the
rectilinear {H, V} and diagonal {D, A} linear polarisation bases,
where D and A represent the diagonal and anti-diagonal
polarisations, respectively. From these measurements it is
possible to determine Bell’s parameter to indicate the degree of
entanglement present.23 The result is shown in Figure 2b as a
function of the time delay τBX between a biexciton photon
detected at D1 or D2, and an exciton photon at D3 or D4. For

simultaneously detected photons, a Bell parameter of 2.59 ± 0.01 is
observed, exceeding the limit of 2 for classical behaviour, and
corresponding to 91.8% of the ideal value of 2

ffiffiffi

2
p

. To our
knowledge, this is the first time entanglement has been
distributed by a quantum dot source over a distance longer than
a few metres.
The quantum relay was operated using polarisation-encoded

BB84 quantum states,24 using the rectilinear and diagonal bases.
Three-photon detection statistics were recorded between a pair of
photons at D1 and D2, and one at D3 or D4. The polarisations of
the input qubit and measurement basis, controlled by PC1 and
PC3, respectively, were switched during the experiment so that a
randomised sequence of teleported qubits could be recorded.
Figure 2c shows the measured third-order correlation function

g(3) averaged over all four polarisation inputs, and over the
corresponding co- and cross-polarised outputs. The horizontal and
vertical axes are the time delays τ2 and τ3 between photon
detection at D1 or D2, respectively, and a photon at D3 or D4. The
intensity distribution has highly pulsed character, with peaks
occurring when the delays τ2 and τ3 are an integer multiple of the
4.9 ns repetition period. This is in contrast to previous reports of
quantum teleportation with quantum dots, which operated in
continuous mode. Stronger intensity peaks are observed for
τ2 ¼ 0 and τ3 ¼ 0, as exciton emission directly following biexciton
emission is enhanced. For coincident detection at D1 and D2,
τ2 ¼ τ3 , a low-intensity line indicates a suppression in detecting
two B photons simultaneously due to the sub-Poissonian nature of
the ELED source.
The polarisation dependence of the quantum relay is

evaluated from the difference between third-order correlation
measurements with the expected, and unexpected (i.e.,
orthogonal to expected) output polarisations. Such g(3) contrast
measurements are presented in Figure 3 as a function
of τ2 and τ3 for each of the input qubit states H, V, D and A.
High contrast at τ2 ¼ 0 τ3 ¼ 0ð Þ is observed due to H (V) input
laser photons exciting the D1 (D2) detector, so that contrast is
dominated by correlation between X and a B photon at D2 (D1).
The correlation contrast for D and A however looks quite
different, dominated by a peak centred at τ3 ¼ τ2 ¼ 0, as
two-photon interference between simultaneously detected
photons is required for teleporting states in a superposition
state. Calculations, shown in the right column, agree well with
observations (Materials and Methods).
The performance of the quantum relay is assessed by

determining the relay fidelity FP, which for each input photon
state P is determined by:

FPðτ3; τ2Þ ¼ g
ð3Þ
P0 ðτ3; τ2Þ=ðg

ð3Þ
P0 ðτ3; τ2Þ þ g

ð3Þ
Q0 ðτ3; τ2ÞÞ;

where P0 and Q0 are the expected and orthogonal unexpected
output polarisations, respectively. Averaging across the four input
states H, V, D and A gives the average relay fidelity F, which is
plotted in Figure 4a. A clear peak is observed around τ2 ¼ τ3 ¼ 0,
where the fidelity clearly exceeds 0.75, the limit for optimal
classical teleportation scheme for this four-state protocol
(Materials and Methods). Calculated behaviour, shown in
Figure 4b, shows similar features. The maximum measured value
of F is more clearly observed in Figure 4c, which plots F as a
function of τ2 or τ3 for simultaneous detection of two photons at
the ‘BSM’ section. The peak rises to a maximum value of
0.900 ± 0.028, exceeding the six-state average fidelity reported
previously.18 The corresponding measured individual relay fide-
lities are 0.957 ± 0.042 and 0.951 ± 0.0475 from polar states H and
V, and 0.845 ± 0.064 and 0.847 ± 0.063 for superposition states D
and A, respectively.
The high measured teleportation fidelities confirm that sender

and receiver have shared information in excess of any information
held by an eavesdropper. The difference between unity and the
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Figure 1. ELED. (a) Schematic of the ELED used in this experiment
(not to scale). The entangled photon source is an InAs quantum dot
(QD) embedded in a p–i–n diode structure with a cavity centred at
886 nm, between top and bottom distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs). (b) Microscope image of the mesa used for this experiment.
Individual quantum dots can be identified as points of light in the
image. The dark circular area is the gold bond to the top contact.
The quantum dot chosen for the experiment is identified in the
inset. (c) Biexciton (B) and exciton (X) electroluminescence spectrum
under experimental biasing conditions. (d) Time-resolved biexciton
electroluminescence.
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measured fidelity is the quantum bit error rate of the shared key.
Error correction protocols are known that can correct for quantum
bit error rate up to 0.2 in four-state protocols,25 which corresponds
to a minimum relay fidelity of 0.8, well below the experimentally
measured value.

DISCUSSION

For smaller quantum bit error rate, as in our experiment, more
effective error correction protocols are available.26 Using the
single photon, efficient BB84 protocol,27 in the limit of infinitely
many signals shared by the users, the fraction R of secure bits that
can be extracted from each detected photon is28

R ¼ 1 - hðQZÞ - hðQXÞ;
where h is the binary entropy function. By replacing the quantum
bit error rates QZ and QX in the Z and X basis by those measured of
4.6% and 15.4% in the {H, V} and {D, A} bases, respectively, we find
that 0.111 secure key bits can be distilled from our Relay per
detected photon.
A key advantage of quantum-dot-based entangled light

sources over spontaneous parametric downconversion is that
they can in principle operate ‘on-demand’ and deterministically
deliver a single entangled photon pair when triggered, without
detrimental additional pairs. In our experiments, we measure the
second-order correlation for coincident X photons to be close to
optimal at 0.046 ± 0.008, highly suppressed from the Poissonian
value of 1. Achieving maximal efficiency is predominantly limited
by the photon collection efficiency, and the temporal post-

selection window that heralds the occurrence of a teleportation
event. Very high photon collection efficiencies have been
reported in optically driven quantum dot nanostructures,29,30

for which electrical injection schemes could be developed.
Increasing the temporal region of high fidelity may be achieved
by matching the laser and biexciton pulse shapes, reducing the
excitation pulse width, reducing the fine-structure-splitting of
4.2 ± 0.1 μeV and extending the coherence time of the biexciton
photons, which at 141.6 ± 4.2 ps limits the fidelity of teleporting
D and A states.
In conclusion, we have reported the operation of a 203-MHz

clocked quantum relay over 1 km of optical fibre using an
electrically driven semiconductor light source. The measured
relay fidelity of laser-generated photonic qubits of 0.900 ± 0.027
exceeds both the threshold for quantum behaviour, and
the one for generating error-corrected quantum keys with
the BB84 protocol. Coupled with advances of quantum-dot-
based entangled light sources at telecom wavelengths, our
results suggest ELED technology could meet the need for a
practical solution to create the backbone of future quantum
networks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Entangled light source

Entangled photon pairs are generated by an InAs quantum dot,
embedded in a 2-lambda GaAs optical cavity within a p–i–n hetero-
structure grown by molecular beam epitaxy. In order to improve light
collection, 6 top and 18 bottom distributed Bragg reflectors pairs were
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Figure 2. Quantum relay experimental set-up. (a) The sender encodes photons from an externally modulated laser diode with
qubit states 9H〉; 9V〉; 9D〉and 9A〉, using a polarisation controller PC1, to be transferred to the receiver by quantum teleportation. Sender and
receiver are separated by 1 km of fibre and a BSM node in between. The BSM and receiver share an entangled pair of photons emitted from the
ELED. The input qubits interfere with biexciton photons on beamsplitter BS. Once detectors D1 and D2 measure their state, teleported output
qubits are detected with a polarising beamsplitter (PBS) at D3 and D4. All state calibrations at each node are done with polarisation controllers
(PCs). (b) Bell parameter extracted from experimental data. (c) Average third-order correlation g(3). Pulsed character of the correlations is observed.
The single-photon property of emission is seen as a dip in coincidences at τ2 ¼ τ3. Higher three-photon coincidences running along τ2 ¼ 0 and
τ3 ¼ 0 originate from elevated probability of the ELED emitting a pair of photons simultaneously.
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grown. The relatively small dimensions of the mesa (210 × 110 μm) allow
for a simple direct bonding design, while increasing the pulsed operation
performance compared with previously reported, larger, ELEDs.
The dot density is low enough so that no apertures were required
and the light was collected using a single-mode fibre. The ELED
device was driven by electrical injection at a frequency of 203 MHz, in
forward bias, with a modulating alternating current voltage of
nominally square pulses with 0.4 V amplitude and 490 ps width, at a
temperature of 19.7 K. The emission spectrum of the dot under these
conditions shows the biexciton B and exciton X at 885.7 and 887.3 nm,
respectively. The fine-structure splitting was 4.2 ± 0.1 μeV. Higher
operating frequency without sacrificing fidelity would be possible by
optimising the voltage pulse profile across the intrinsic region, which
otherwise causes the weak, long-lived tail in the electroluminescence
shown in Figure 1d.

Quantum relay

For the input qubit photons at the sender section, a CW laser was
externally modulated and synchronised with the dot driving frequency
using a Mach–Zehnder optical intensity modulator. The generated pulses
can have a full width at half maximum of 0.60 ± 0.02 ns. The relative time-
integrated intensities between laser and biexciton photons incident on
detectors D1 and D2 was set to 0.85:1. The input qubit polarisation state
was selected using a pseudorandom number generator and polarisation
controller PC1 at a frequency exceeding the three-photon coincidence
rate. We note that the system is in principle compatible with quantum
random number generators and phase modulation at frequencies
exceeding the input qubit rate. The logical teleportation states {H, V} are
calibrated to the quantum dot’s polarisation eigenbasis, and the diagonal
states {D, A} are set at ± 45° to the rectilinear basis using a linear polariser.
A 95:5 fibre beamsplitter was used to interfere the input laser photons

with the biexciton photons. We only look at events from one output arm of
this beamsplitter, which maximises the fraction of ELED photons detected
in our experiment. The system was actively stabilised using electrical
polarisation controllers at each of the sections during the experiment. The
degree of polarisation for the input control qubits was maintained at
97.5 ± 1.5%. The 5% output port was used to spectrally tune the laser to
the biexciton wavelength using a grating spectrometer, with an average
detuning of 0.12± 1.68 μeV throughout the experiment.
Finally, photons at the BSM and receiver polarising beamsplitters were

detected using four superconducting single-photon detectors with mean
detection efficiency 31 ± 7%. The timing jitter between pairs of
detectors was approximately Gaussian with full width at half maximum
of 58.4 ± 2.5 ps, with single-photon-counting hardware resolution of
16 ps. The photon detection rate at the receiver was ~ 620 kHz,
corresponding to an efficiency of ~ 0.3% per pulse after all losses,
including long fibres.

Three-photon correlations

Three-photon coincidences were recorded corresponding to two photons
at BSM detectors D1 and D2, with polarisation H and V, with one photon at
either receiver’s detectors D3 and D4. D3 and D4 record both expected
photons with polarisation P′ and unexpected output photons with
polarisation Q′ simultaneously.
The detection times at each detector are defined as t1 (D1), t2 (D2) and t3

(D3 and D4). All events were recorded relative to detections at D1
(H-polarised photons). Third-order correlations g(3) for each output
polarisation were determined from the normalised statistics of the three-
photon coincidences, as a function of two time delays, τ2 ¼ t3 - t1 and
τ3 ¼ t3 - t2 . We note that the choice of which pair of time delays amongst
the three photons to choose is somewhat arbitrary, for example, t2–t1 and
t3–t1 have been used in previous reports. The three-photon detection rate
was ~ 0.47 Hz, reduced to ~ 0.46 mHz for the strongest temporal post-
selection window used here.

Error analysis

Errors are dominated by Poissonian counting statistics, which determines
the errors on the third-order correlations from the number of photons
detected. Errors are propagated to determine the relay fidelity errors of
individual input states, and the average relay fidelity. Systematic errors due
to the temporal calibration and resolution of our system are also included
in the fidelity measurements, but are almost negligible. Note that all
experimental three-photon results are presented for a time-integration
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Figure 3. Polarisation dependence of third-order correlations.
Difference between expected and unexpected third-order correla-
tions g(3) as a function of photon detection time delays τ2 and τ3 .
Measured and calculated results are shown in the left and right
column, respectively, corresponding to input states H, V, D and A (from
top to bottom).
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Figure 4. Quantum relay fidelity. (a, b) Relay fidelity averaged across
four input qubit states H, V, D and A, as a function of the time delays
τ2 and τ3. a and b shown experimental and simulated results,
respectively. Note the measured fidelity is not defined in some regions
of the plot as few photons were detected due to the ELED or laser
being ‘off’ (dark blue). (c) Average relay fidelity as a function of time
delay τ2 and τ3 for τ2 ¼ τ3. High fidelity points are concentrated
around τ2; τ3 ¼ 0, where the measured fidelity exceeds the classical
limit of 0.75 shown by black dashed line. The threshold for four-state
error correction of 0.8 is shown as dashed red line.
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window of 32 × 112 ps in τ1 and τ2 , respectively, and evaluated on a 16-ps
grid, so adjacent points are not independent.

Calculation of time-dependent g(3) correlations

In our experiments, we use a beamsplitter to combine laser photons with
biexciton photons originating from an ELED, as shown in Figure 5a. To
conserve biexciton photons from the entangled light source, the
beamsplitter is highly imbalanced such that the transmission coefficient
ktj j44 krj j. Only photons emerging on the efficient arm of the beamsplitter
are measured, so for simplicity, the transmission and reflection coefficients
of the beamsplitter, and phase change due to the coupling, are included
within the amplitude and overall phase components of the laser and
quantum dot wavefunction ψL and ψBX .
To begin, we define the laser and quantum dot states. In general, they

are given by:

ψj ¼ AjðtjÞCjðtjÞ Ψj tj
� �

⟩;
�

�

where Aj(tj) is the time-dependent real amplitude, Cj(tj) is the overall phase
and 9ΨjðtjÞ〉 is the polarisation and any polarisation-dependent phase.
The overall phase term is further defined as:

CjðtjÞ ¼ eioj tj eiϕjðtjÞ:

The first exponent is coherent, and contributes to the final solutions only
through detuning of oj to the primary frequencies oB and oX .
Decoherence is represented by random fluctuations of the phase ϕj as a
function of time tj, such that ei½ϕj ðtjÞ -ϕj ðtjþΔÞ�� �

¼ e - 9Δ9=T j , where Tj is the
coherence time of photon j.31,32

For the laser input state with polarisation defined by real parameters a
and b, we have

ψL ¼ ALðtLÞCLðtLÞ9ΨL⟩;

ΨL⟩ ¼ cos ðaÞ H⟩þ eib sin ðaÞ V⟩:j
�

�

�

�

The output polarisation state is:

ΨQ⟩ ¼ cos ðxÞ H⟩þ eiy sin ðxÞ V⟩:j
�

�

�

�

For photon pairs from the quantum dot, we have

ψBX ¼ ABXðtB; tXÞCBðtBÞCXðtXÞ ΨBXðtB; tXÞ⟩:j
The ideal quantum dot biphoton amplitude and state are given by

ABXeðtB; tXÞ;
ΨBXe⟩ ¼ eisðtX - tBÞ HH⟩þ e - isðtX - tBÞ VV⟩j Þ=

ffiffiffiffi

2:
p�

�

�
�

�

In practice, however, the emission from the quantum dot is partially mixed.
We approximate this with the amplitude ABXu(tB, tX) and equal mixture of
the polarisation states:

ΨHH ¼ eisðtX - tBÞ9HH⟩;

ΨHV ¼ eisð - tX - tBÞ9HV⟩;

ΨVH ¼ eisðtXþtBÞ9VH⟩;

ΨVV ¼ eisð - tXþtBÞ VV⟩:j

The joint amplitude of the electric field at the three-photon detectors, Z,
is given by the following equation, where four-photon contributions and
higher are disregarded due to their relatively small probability compared
with three-photon events:

Z t1; t2; t3ð Þ ¼ ⟨H ψLðt1Þ⟨VQj jψBXðt2; t3Þ⟩þ ⟨V ψLðt2Þ⟩⟨HQj jψBXðt1; t3Þ⟩
þ ⟨HV ψLLðt1; t2Þ⟩⟨Qj jψXðt3Þ⟩þ ⟨HVQ ψBBXðt1; t2; t3Þ⟩:j

The first two terms are the desired three-photon amplitudes originating
from a single laser, biexciton and exciton photon. The third and
fourth terms originate from two laser photons plus one exciton
photon, and two biexciton photons plus one exciton photon, respectively.
The three-photon intensity Z(t1, t2, t3)Z*(t1, t2, t3) is evaluated and

integrated over the arrival time of the X photon, t3, from which we drop
the subscript for convenience. Finally, we make substitutions of the form

ηj IjðtjÞ ¼ A2j tj
� �

;

ηjηkg
ð2Þ
jk tj ; tk
� �

¼ A2jk tj ; tk
� �

;

ηjηkηlg
ð3Þ
jkl tj ; tk ; tl
� �

¼ A2jkl tj ; tk ; tl
� �

:

where ηj is the time-averaged intensity of photon j and Ij(tj) the normalised
intensity of photon j as a function of time. The final expression for the
third-order correlation is:

gð3Þðτ2; τ3Þp
1

2
cos 2ðaÞ sin 2ðxÞ

Z p

0

ILðt - τ2Þgð2ÞBXeðt - τ3; tÞdt

þ 1

2
sin 2ðaÞ cos 2ðxÞ

Z p

0

ILðt - τ3Þgð2ÞBXeðt - τ2; tÞdt

þ 1

4
sin ð2aÞ sin ð2xÞe -

9τ1 9
TL

-
9τ1 9
TB ´ cos ððoB -oLÞτ1 - sðτ3 þ τ2Þ þ y þ bÞ

´

Z p

0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðILðt - τ2ÞILðt - τ3Þgð2ÞBXeðt - τ2; tÞg
ð2Þ
BXeðt - τ3; tÞ

q

dt

þ 1

4
cos 2ðaÞ

Z p

0

ILðt - τ2Þgð2ÞBXuðt - τ3; tÞdt

þ 1

4
sin 2ðaÞ

Z p

0

ILðt - τ3Þgð2ÞBXuðt - τ2; tÞdt

þ ηL
ηB

1

4
cos 2ðaÞ sin 2ðaÞ

Z p

0

g
ð2Þ
LL ðt - τ2; t - τ3ÞIXðtÞdt

þ ηB
ηL

Z p

0

g
ð3Þ
BBXðt - τ2; t - τ3; tÞdt:

Note the final term containing g
ð3Þ
BBX ðt - τ2; t - τ3; tÞ is evaluated by

substitution with chains of two-photon correlations, for different
ordering of the two biexciton and one exciton photons. This is justified as
detection of the first photon places the system to a well-defined state, which
serves as the starting point for a correlation to a second photon, which after
detection again places the system into another well-defined state, which is
the starting point with correlation to a third photon. A factor of 1/2 in the
penultimate term accounts for the Poissonian statistics of the laser two-
photon intensity.

Optimum teleportation conditions

The single laser photon envelope IL was approximated as a Gaussian
function, which is a satisfactory approximation of what we observe in
experiment. Single biexciton and exciton photon intensities IB(tB) and IX(tX)
were directly measured, and the fine-structure-splitting and biexciton
coherence time determined from polarisation-dependent spectroscopy
and single-photon interferograms, respectively. Correlations were
measured between biexciton and exciton photons to determine
g
ð3Þ
BX ðtB; tX - tBÞ for co- and cross-linearly polarised states. The entangled

and unentangled biphoton fractions g
ð2Þ
BXe and g

ð2Þ
BXu were extracted from

half the difference between, and uncorrelated component of, these
measurements, respectively. Similarly, correlations between pairs of
biexciton photons g

ð2Þ
BB ðt1; t2Þ were directly measured.

Note that imperfections in polarisation recovery and timing jitter
are well represented in the parameter data, as the same physical
measurement system was used for their measurement as for teleporta-
tion. However, additional jitter was added when evaluating the
calculations to terms with discontinuities around zero delay. This fact,
together with the lower time-averaged estimate of the coherence time
compared with biexciton photons emitted in a single cycle, means that
calculations are expected to underestimate the relay fidelity slightly, as
observed.

Figure 5. (a) Schematic of quantum relay scheme. Laser and
biexciton photons meet at a fibre-optic coupler with transmission
and coupling amplitudes kt and kr, before direction by a polarising
beamsplitter to a pair of photon detectors. The exciton photon
polarisation is selected in a given state Q, and measured by a third
detector. (b) Level diagram showing the biexciton (B), exciton (X)
and ground (G) states of a single quantum dot, plus the input laser
photon. Frequencies and detunings of various photon states
are shown.
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In order to maximise the relay fidelity in experiments, the expected
maximal fidelity was calculated as a function of laser pulse intensity, width
and delay relative to the biexciton photon. The results are summarised in
Figure 6, which plots the calculated relay fidelity as a function of the pulse
delay and width (Figure 6a), with corresponding optimal laser intensity
(Figure 6b). Highest fidelities are observed for a laser delayed between
− 0.6 and 0.8 ns relative to maximal overlap with the biexciton state, and
for a pulse width between 0.45 and 2.05 ns. The values used in our
experiments are within this range.

Estimation of an upper bound to classical teleportation fidelity

The upper bound to classical teleportation fidelity in general depends on
the set of possible input states. Following the methodology used to
determine the upper bound for three33 or six21 input qubit states, the
upper bound for which a BB84 compatible classical teleporter can operate
is determined as follows.
In this experiment, Alice teleports four different qubits, equally spaced in

the Poincaré sphere, in principle randomly selected with equal probability
1/4. This means that after many runs, Alice prepares the following
statistical mixture:

ρin ¼ 9Ψin⟩⟨Ψin9 ¼
1

N

X

N

n¼1

Ψn⟩⟨Ψn ;jj ð1Þ

where N= 4 and the 9Ψn〉 are defined as:

9Ψ1⟩ ¼ 9m⟩; 9Ψ2⟩ ¼ 9k⟩ðbasis ZÞ

9Ψ3⟩ ¼
1
ffiffiffi

2
p ð9m⟩þ k⟩j Þ; 9Ψ4⟩ ¼

1
ffiffiffi

2
p m⟩ - k⟩j Þðbasis XÞjð

These states are displaced at the four vertices of a square lying on the
equator of the Poincaré sphere.
A ‘classical teleportation protocol’ is defined by the following

procedure. Alice sends out one of the above states, 9Ψn〉, chosen
with equal probability 1/4. A user, called Charlie, measures the state as
best as he can and then, based on the measurement’s outcome, prepares
a state 9Ψc

l 〉, which is as close as possible to the one he imagines to be
9Ψn〉. The distance from the real one is measured by the classical
fidelity Fc. Then Charlie sends the state 9Ψc

l 〉 to Bob, thus completing the
transfer.
The best possible measure Charlie can do is a positive operator valued

measurement. Let’s then consider a non-orthogonal partition of the unity,
done using L projectors (not necessarily orthonormal) ϵlj i ϵlh j:

X

L

l¼1

ϵl⟩⟨ϵl ¼ I:jj ð2Þ

The states ϵlj i compose an overcomplete set. Charlie receives Ψnj i and
compares it with ϵlj i, thus obtaining a result l with probability
Pl ¼ 9〈Ψn9ϵl〉92 . With this information he prepares the pure state Ψc

l

�

�

�

and sends it to Bob. After several measurements, the state prepared by

Charlie is described by the mixture:

ρout ¼
X

L

l¼1

Pl Ψ
c
l ⟩⟨Ψ

c
l :j

�

� ð3Þ

So, using Equation (1), the obtained fidelity is

FcPOVM ¼ 1

N

X

N

n¼1

X

L

l¼1

⟨Ψn ϵl⟩j j2 ⟨Ψn Ψc
l ⟩

�

�

�

�

2
:

�

�

�

�

�

� ð4Þ

Now let us consider the normalised state 9Ωl〉;with9ϵl〉¼
ffiffiffiffi

μl
p

9Ωl〉 and
μl ¼ ϵlh jϵl〉. Define:

T l ¼
X

N

n¼1

⟨Ψn Ωl⟩j j2 ⟨Ψn Ψc
l ⟩

�

�

�

�

2
�

�

�

�

�

�

so that

FcPOVM ¼ 1

N

X

L

l¼1

μlT l :

To calculate the maximum fidelity, we consider the following generic and
independent two-dimensional states

9Ωl⟩ ¼ cos
αl

2
m⟩þ eiφl sin

αl

2
k⟩j

�

�

�

9Ψc
l ⟩ ¼ cos

βl
2
m⟩þ eiyl sin

βl
2
k⟩j

�

�

�

�

and calculate

T l ¼
X

4

n¼1

Ψnh jΩl〉
�

�

�

�

2
Ψnh jΨc

l 〉
�

�

�

�

2

¼ 2 cos 2
αl

2
cos 2βl

2
- cos 2

αl

2
- cos 2βl

2

þ 1

2
cos yl cosφl sin αl sin βl

þ 3

2
�2 cos 2αl

2
cos 2

βl
2
- cos 2αl

2
- cos 2

βl
2
þ 1

2
sin αl sin βl þ

3

2

¼ 1

2
cos αl - βlð Þ þ 1�3

2
ð5Þ

Using Equations (2) and (5) we finally have

FcPOVM ¼ 1

4

X

L

l¼1

μlT l�
1

4

X

L

l¼1

μl ´
3

2
¼ 3

8

X

L

l¼1

μl

¼ 3

8
tr
X

L

l¼1

9ϵl⟩⟨ϵl9 ¼
3

8
trI ¼ 3

8
´ 2 ¼ 3

4
:
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Figure 6. (a) Calculated maximum relay fidelity for our ELED with
Gaussian laser pulses as a function of laser pulse width and delay
relative to the biexciton photon. (b) Corresponding laser relative
to biexciton intensity required (up to a limit of 3.5) to achieve
maximal fidelity.
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